Skills for Tourism - Narrative Report January –June 2019
1. Introduction
This is an update on the activities that have been implemented over the last six months - January to June
2019 - for the through the Skills for Tourism (SfT) work-stream. All planning and implementation have been
done in collaboration with the Department of Tourism (DOT), Vanuatu Tourism Office (VTO), the provincial
government and the tourism operators in Malampa, Sanma, Tafea and Torba provinces.

2. Overview:
The tourism sector in Vanuatu has always been a critical driver of the economy in Vanuatu. In the past the
general focus of the sector has always on developing products that meet tourist expectation. The sector
has more recently also incorporated recognising that the assets that help Vanuatu to thrive as a society and
destination are its environment, culture and the people. The DOT/VTO seek to incorporate ni-Vanuatu
culture, traditional knowledge and sustainability principles into the work implemented through the
provincial offices. This will also strengthen better planning and coordination to effectively and efficiently
maximise resource usage so that implementation of policy is undertaken in a holistic and inclusive way.
The Government of Vanuatu through the VTO has convened the tourism and travel industry (Air Vanuatu &
Airports Vanuatu) to share their organizational visions and determine how these visions can be brought
together to improve the tourism sector. A new strategy was therefore developed by VTO, Air Vanuatu and
Airports Vanuatu and it is the 2030 Shared Vision of the Aviation and Tourism (Shared Vision 2030). This has
now been incorporated into the new Vanuatu Tourism Market Development Plan 2030. The Shared Vision
2030 set a target of 300,000 tourist arrivals in 2030 and this was projected in the Marketing Development
Plan 2030.
In 2019 the Council of Ministers approved two new strategic documents, the Vanuatu Sustainable Tourism
Policy 2030 and the Vanuatu Tourism Market Development Plan 2030, which guide the new direction
towards meeting the overarching vision and goals of the sector. These two strategic documents will be
implemented concurrently and in alignment with the NSDP—the People’s Plan 2030.
Following the development of Shared Vision 2030 the direct Melbourne flight route reopened in June 2019,
and Air Vanuatu announced it will have select Airbus craft for fleet expansion; the first Airbus aircraft is
expected to arrive in June 2020. The three new policies and plans set a clear direction on how the tourism
(VTO/DOT) and travel (Air Vanuatu/Airport Vanuatu) industry can work in partnership to drive the tourism
sector in Vanuatu in a positive and sustainable direction.
Following the support from Vanuatu Skills Partnership through the Skills Centres and the collaborative
development of the 2019 work proposals, emphasis from the Tourism partners is now on product
development that is being addressed through the market ready assessment checklist. These tourism
product clients are to be skilled in implementing sustainable and responsible tourism business practices.
These practices will consider Vanuatu’s environment, the culture and its people and ensure products and
services are developed, supported and marketed to attract responsible, high-value visitors.

Key Strengths and Highlights
Key Strengths:
 SfT partnership with DOT/VTO continues to grow stronger through open and more ‘authentic’
dialogue.
 SfT has supported the synergies between DOT and VTO in understanding and aligning their work
priorities to better support a holistic, sustainable tourism sector.
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 The DOT Product Development Division is incorporating ‘market ready’ tourism products as part of
product development to ensure products not only meet VTOMS but are also ‘market ready’ to be
sold reliably and at consistent standard to wholesalers and visitors internationally.
 The new SfT Officer appointed in January 2019 is settling into her new role and we already see her
contribution to a better working collaboration with DOT and VTO; the SfT Officer was invited to
participate in the Cruise Tourism Strategy Consultation meetings on Anietyum and also assisted
with the Port of Call (POC) product development assessments to ensure operators are operating in
line with tourism and maritime standards.
 VTO is taking the leading role in incorporating the Provincial Travel Centress into their governance
structure. Following the initial set up of the Malampa Travel Centre (MTC) and the current issues
around its operation and management, VTO undertook a situational analysis of the MTC. Following
the findings presented in the report, the CEO and Research Manager travelled to Malekula to meet
with the tourism clients, MTC board and stakeholders and are currently addressing the issues and
are providing recommendations to improve the Centre’s governance and management structure.

Key Highlights:
 121 SfT clients have been registered across the four provinces, using the new Vanuatu Skills
Partnership client registration form, and have been allocated with a distinct ID codes. This will be
invaluable in tracking inputs to clients and skills development progress over time.
SfT clients registered January – June 2019
Province
Malampa
Sanma
Tafea
Torba
All

Number of clients
12
33
53
23
121

% of SfT clients registered disaggregated by sex
Male
50%
61%
65%
52%
60%

Female
50%
39%
35%
48%
40%

 All of the clients were registered using the new form that includes comprehensive data about
disability, education and level/source of income. Of the SfT clients registered, some were existing
clients and a total of 63 (52%) clients are new to the Vanuatu Skills Partnership - 42 female and 21
male.
 The Partnership’s Industry Coaches, with the provincial Skills Centre staff, have piloted a new
business client prosperity progress tool that has provided baseline data for 16 clients in Torba and
one from Malampa Province; follow-up data that will track progress against business indicators
(productivity, sales expenditure, income and profit) will be collected every 6 months as part of the
coaching activities.
 A total of 21 workshops/coachings/ training activities in tourism were implemented through the
Skill Centres between January to June 2019.
 Tanna Travel Centre (TTC), supported by the Tafea Skills Centre, submitted monthly reports to VTO
and according to these, TTC is projecting an increase in profit on a monthly basis with many
forward bookings.
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Tanna Travel Income, Profit and Supplier payments
January-May 2019
VT700,000
VT600,000

VT586,270

VT500,000

VT465,583
VT403,220
VT336,834

VT400,000
VT300,000
VT200,000
VT100,000

VT222,540
VT199,445

VT233,350
VT191,637

VT59,542

VT41,771

VT0
-VT100,000

January

February
Total Sales

VT215,160
VT191,632
VT96,472

VT48,678
-VT14,978
March

Supplier Income

April

May

Centre Profit

 Development and signing of the Tourism Partnership Implementation Framework (PIF) and cocontribution of VUV 3 Million to Skills Development Fund was made from the Department of
Tourism within this reporting period.

Key Challenges/Risks
Key Challenges:
 With the appointment of the new Director General and Director within the DOT and wider Ministry,
SfT has experienced some delays and implementation of many of the planned activities for the first
six months of 2019, which have been put on hold.
 With the launch of the new DOT policy and plans, some of the Partnership activity priorities in the
provinces have changed and also with the Partnership’s focus in improving and strengthening our
management systems, more time has been dedicated to internal Partnership staff professional
development.
 The Market Ready Checklist was tested in Torba and found to be inappropriate for the provincial
context. There is also a lack of understanding among some partners of what skills support is needed
to promote this ‘market ready’ status within clients.
Key Risks:
 The Provincial Tourism Staff needs to fully understand the vision and goal set out in the new policy
in order to implement them effectively and efficiently, and they would benefit from further skills
and knowledge to help translate policy to practice.
 Most of the tourism officers do not fully understand the Market Ready Checklist especially in
translating this checklist into a practical product assessment tool. SfT is supporting the tourism
team by engaging an Industry Coach to simplify this checklist into a more practical user friendly
assessment tool.
 Malampa Travel Centre (MTC) is currently not operational given the initial business setup where
the business was registered to an individual operator. This has caused a lot of issues in
management and operations and VTO do not currently have any legal power to intervene and
improve the Centre.
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Key Mitigation Strategies (related to challenges/risks above)
 SfT identified and engaged an Industry Coach with expertise and background in monitoring
evaluation and learning to develop the market ready checklist into a practical tool that the
provincial product development officer can find easy to use. This checklist will be similar to the
VTOMS checklist that our Industry Coaches previously used to assess and monitor progress of
product development work. Once it is completed and tested in the field, we will see how this
document can be incorporated into our suite of monitoring tools and how we can apply it in
reporting going forward.
 SfT to include in their work priorities for July – Dec 2019 professional development of provincial
tourism staff on the use of this new market ready checklist product assessment tool.
 SfT to provide support to VTO on addressing MTC issue through the Malampa Skills Centre. While
VTO is focusing on the MTC issue, SfT will continue to liaise with the Skills Centres on Tanna and
Sanma to ensure skills development are provided to the travel centre staff in those locations in
business operations, management and governance.

3. Partnership Status

 MOU is current until 2021.
 2019 work priorities were identified during the collaborative Provincial Skills Planning meeting in
2018 and were developed into 8 proposals. These proposals are:
Tafea Province
(i)
Mystery Island POC Development
(ii)
Medium Range Tourism Products and Market Ready Development
(iii)
Tanna Restaurant Quality Improvement
Sanma Province
(i)
Tourism Market Readiness/ Resilience
(ii)
Restaurant Business Quality Improvement
Malampa Province
(i)
Malekula Tourism Market Readiness and Resilience
Torba Province
(i)
Tourism Market Readiness and Resilience
 A Partnership Implementation Framework (PIF) 2019 was developed to guide SfT and Tourism
Vanuatu to implement these priorities. The PIF 2019 was signed was signed by Director
Tourism, CEO VTO and Director VSP.
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(iv)



(v)

Co-contributions

Partners – VUV 3,00,000
Donors – TTRP VUV 1,068,450

2019 Priority areas

Tafea Province
Mystery Island Port of Call (POC) Development
The Mystery Island Port of Call was voted the best POC in the Pacific in 2018. The Tafea DOT and Tafea
Skills Centre have been working collaboratively with the Mystery Island Tourism partners and stakeholders
to ensure product offerings during cruise ship days meet both the DOT and Maritime Authority
requirements and standards.
As part of the co-contribution from DOT, the cruise tourism division with DOT contributed VUV 1.5mil to
the SDF and a scoping, meeting and awareness trip was organized and conducted by DOT. Personnel
include DOT Cruise Tourism Officer, Tafea DOT, SfT Officer, Vanuatu Maritime Authority Officer, and a
consultant engaged by DOT to develop the new Cruise Tourism Strategic Plan. The focus was on:
1. Reassessing the current tours offered to cruise ship passengers.
2. Vanuatu Maritime Authority follow up on the ‘Small Vessel Operation’ workshop they delivered
early this year (this training is funded by DOT Cruise Tourism) and also assessing the quality of small
vessels.
3. SfT and Tafea DOT validation of the small vessel coxswains to undertake the Cert I in Tourism (Tour
Guiding) which will complement their coxswain certificate and which will mean that the tour
operators are operating as per tourism and maritime standards and requirements.

Medium Range Tourism Products and Market Ready Development
After TC Pam, the Australian Government through GfG provided funding to rebuild the tourism industry on
Tanna. The Tanna Tourism Recovery Project (TTRP) was initiated to manage the fund and one of the
priorities is to rebuild local bungalows at ‘mid-range’ level given the high volume of tourism travelling to
Tanna for the Volcano.
TTRP engaged an Industry Coach with expertise in construction and plumbing to provide coaching and
mentoring to the clients.

Tanna Restaurant Quality Improvement
Following the implementation of TTRP, there has been an increase in restaurant development on Tanna to
complement the increased number of tourists to Tanna and the newly upgraded products that have been
developed. There is also huge demand from clients in setting up restaurants and the Tafea Skills Centre and
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Tafea DOT are focused on addressing this high demand business area. This initiative will be implemented
following lessons learned from the ‘Farm to Table’ initiative that was implemented in Sanma in 2018. The
Tafea Skills Centre, Tafea DOT, Tafea DARD, SfA and SfT will implement this initiative together to encourage
agriculture and tourism linkages through farmers and restaurants, and also encourage local menus
restaurant, thereby also addressing food security and public health.
Initial awareness meetings with restaurant owners were conducted early this year and further scoping and
registration is now planned.

Sanma Province
Tourism Market Readiness/ Resilience
The tourism businesses on Santo have not yet fully developed the skills to work responsively in a changing
market. Operators still require skills development on professional customer service and understanding
digital marketing.
Sanma Skills Centre and Sanma DOT have developed a work program to foster inclusive and sustainable
tourism development on Santo. This sustainability involves Santo Tourism businesses taking full account of
their current and future economic, social and environmental impacts, addressing the needs and
expectations of visitors, the industry, the environment and host communities.

Restaurant Business Quality Improvement
Following the successful implementation of the ‘Farm to Table’ initiative in 2018, Sanma Skills Centre,
Sanma DARD and Sanma DOT will continue to work and strengthen the links between the farmers and the
restaurant owners. Santo also receives the second largest number of air arrivals and there are two POCs in
Santo for Cruise tourism. A focus is on improving the quality of restaurants and local food recipes so that
local cuisine becomes part of the tourist experience in Santo.
A coaching and mentoring visit was conducted with the restaurant clients to follow up on hygiene practices,
menu development, menu pricing and linking the kitchen to farmers through the crop calendar so the
restaurants can know which farms produce what to order, which will help in menu development.

Data was collected using the new tablet technology and the Kobo tool, however due to technology system
problems the data was lost and will need to be collected again in the next reporting period, which shows
the challenges and risks of this new approach to data collection that needs to be managed in the future
including putting in place systems to back up data, and ensuring that enumerators upload and save data
regularly was they collect.
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Malampa Province
Malekula Tourism Market Readiness and Resilience
Malampa Tourism Department (DOT) and the Malampa Travel Centre, in partnership with Malampa Skills
Centre, have invested in Malekula rural tourism development over the last 8 years and this has grown to
become a sub-destination market offering ‘island of adventure themes, bush trek tours, unique cultural
tours and historical sites.
Since then, Malekula rural tourism development has focused on transitioning from product development
phase to a sustainable business investment phase. This transition goes in line with the new Sustainable
Tourism Policy and as mandated by this policy, quality product development and operations have to
undergo a market ready checklist assessment.
The activities proposed in this proposal by Malampa Skills Centre and Malampa DOT have not been
implemented due to financial constraints. A client registration process was conducted by the Malampa
Skills Centre and the provincial sector partners. There were some challenges around data collection and
new approaches to data collection need to be managed well for the next reporting period. During this
period, 12 SfT clients were registered on Malekula and the DOT Malampa is working with the SfT Officer
and Malampa Skills Centre to continue to register clients using the new registration tool.

Torba Province
Tourism Market Readiness and Resilience
Since 2014, the Torba Tourism office and Torba Skills Centre have been working closely with tourism
operators on Gaua, Motalava and Vanualava. The aim was to develop products that meet the VTOMS as
well as international tourist expectations.
While the product development stage has progressed well, market development is still a constraint for all
tourism businesses. More marketing efforts are still needed to ensure that tourism products are market
ready. While we focus on product development to meet the international market, tourism operators must
operate sustainably through undertaking their own marketing, taking their own bookings, responding to
emails, attend tourism trade shows, etc.
The Torba Department of Tourism and Torba Skills Centre developed a proposal to address this, however
some activities planned have not been implemented due to financial constraints. The Torba Skills Centre,
Torba Tourism, SfT and Vanuatu Skills Partnership MEL team conducted an awareness and registration of
the tourism clients on Gaua, Motalava and Vanualava.

Work plan progress update

See infographic for all key data. Some additional information includes:
Prosperity Progress Data
Baseline prosperity data was collected for the first time from business clients using a new tool that
captures information on a range of indicators related to business progress and quality including
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productivity, sales, income, expenditure and profit. The data is collected as part of the individual coaching
activities, and will be collected and analyzed every 6 months. This will enable in the future comparisons to
be made in progress and results achieved over time.
Income from Business Compared to Previous 6 months
Same

More

Less

12%
TOURISM

41%
47%
0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

40%

45%

50%

47% of tourism businesses report less income compared to the previous six months. Data reported was
collected only in Torba and weather leading to cancellation of flights was a factor that affected the
domestic market and also the high peak season for international tourists was for only a small part of this
reporting period.
For the Torba clients n=23
Profit compared to the previous 6 months
Less
More
Tourism
59%

Same
29%

12%

Contribution to household income by this business in the last 6 months
35% (6) reported that the business had contributed less than half and of these one reported the tourism
business had not contributed anything to the household income; 65% (11) reported the business had
contributed to at least half of the household income in the last 6 months and for one it had been all of the
income earned by the household.
Sources of income
Only 2 of the business clients had no other source of income in addition to the business. Of the 14 (82%)
that had additional sources of income, 8 (57%) reported at least 2 other sources that include gardening,
animal husbandry, transportation, and handicrafts.
Expenditure on business
10 of the 17 (59%) had spent more on their business than in the previous six months and 3 the same level.
The majority identified salaries for workers as an expenditure made, as well as materials and transport for
their business.
Employment
During this period the businesses employed a total of 72 people as workers – 41 (57%) were female, 34
(47% ) aged between 15 and 24.; and 3 (4%) people with disabilities (one female).
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# Agents etc compared previous 6 months
44%
Tourism

38%

More than in the previous 6
months

19%
0%

10%

20%

Same as in the previous 6 months

Less than in the previous 6 months
30%

40%

50%

38% of the tourism businesses show more agents or channels for marketing when compared to the
previous six months. The market ready tool will help business owners to identify and use more agents.
Strengthening digital marketing skills development is essential so the tourism business clients have more
online presence and confidence to interact with agents which will help enquiries to be converted into
business transactions.

Bank Account Holders Sectors

Tourism

59%

No

41%

Yes
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

120%

Data shows 59% of the tourism clients do not have bank accounts - this indicates that further skills
development in business operation/administration, and financial literacy is needed for the business owners
but also that access to banks is a challenge for the businesses.

This prosperity progress baselines data has been collected for the first time. The SfT team will spend time
“sense making” with our coaches and partners as part of the learning component of MEL in the next period.
This will help inform our choice of strategies and the focus of skills development activities. Over time, as we
get more data from clients and repeated measures are made, it will be possible to include comparative
data analysis in the reports.
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(vi)

Skills for Tourism Contextual Analysis

Influencing Factors

Key Opportunities

Policies and
legislation, regulation and
standards – government, industry,
national and international

 Shared Vision 2030 between
Tourism and Travel Industry
launched
 Vanuatu Sustainable Tourism
Policy 2030
 Vanuatu marketing Tourism
Development Plan 2030
These strategic documents will guide
the implementation of the new
tourism focus
 For the first time, the tourism
and travel industry are
working together strategically
toward driving positive
economic growth of the
tourism sector through the
Shared Vision 2030 between
VTO, Air Vanuatu and AVL
 New planes ordered for 2020
to increase visitor numbers to
Vanuatu
 PSM is strengthening the
relationship with Director and
CEO (decision makers) while
the SfT Officer is strengthen
relationships with Principal
Officers and Provincial
Officers (key players).

Economic – local, interisland,
regional and international
economies, investment and
markets scope and scale

Politics, leadership and
relationships – the types and
location of different structures,
processes and people of influence,
power holders and decision makers
in the system/sector.

Key Constraints
 Provincial tourism staff do not fully
understand strategic
priorities/activities for
implementation

How are we taking advantage of these
opportunities and mitigating any risks?
 Use this skills gap to provide
professional development to
tourism staff on project
management especially on
implementation of policy/plans

 Organize an awareness through the
PTAC and PGTB on this new
coalition and the impact on the
tourism sector at large

 Changes in staff in the provinces
within the tourism and Skills
Centres.

 We identify these gaps at the
provincial level and note to address
them as part of professional
development activity in the next
period.
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Society and culture
Inclusion (gender or disability)
cultural revitalization

Environmental – location, climate
change resilience and mitigation,
disaster risk prevention and
response

 Janet Samuel (DOT) and
Erinah (SfT) to accompany
CEO VTO to Pacific Update
Conference in July as a
partnership and professional
development strategy
 We interviewed and
contracted (as of July 2019) 4
new Disability Inclusion
Industry Coaches – 2 female
and 2 male. With their
experience and expertise,
they will work to in the three
productive sector areas
especially in areas of backyard
farming, textiles, and
customer services in
restaurants.
 We are involved more with
other organizations in
addressing climate change
issues and how to mitigate
climate change issue within
the tourism sector.
 Vanuatu Skills Partnership is
known within the Department
of Climate Change, Dept. of
Environment, Dept. of Energy,
GGGI, Van Kirap Project
(SPREP project)

 Need to understand more about
our partners in these departments
and how they work in line with their
strategic objectives
 No Partnership staff currently work
specifically in this area thus less
efforts and commitment are given
to this important area
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Technology and Infrastructureroads, shipping/flight schedules,
airports etc.

 Tanna tar-seal road
completed
 Air Vanuatu operates 3 direct
flights to Santo now
 Malekula tar-seal road
completed
This will improve services for tourist
access in the provinces in the future.
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